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Innovative Safety Solutions

CONTACT US FOR A SAMPLE AT 800-522-6566

MASTER STOP™  Safety Tapes and Treads

MASTER STOP™ 
Advantages

• Available in 
widths from    
3/4”- 48” & 
lengths up to   
500 feet

• Precision cut to 
tight tolerances

• Variety of grit 
materials and 
colors

• Custom die-cut 
pieces available

• Made for interior 
and exterior 
applications; 
ideal for slippery 
areas

• Custom 
manufacturing 
capabilities

Mineral abrasive 
tapes now include 4 
distinct blacks and 
12 assorted colors 

including 
glow-in-the-dark

Wide variety of colors 
to suit specific needs

Sure-Foot’s MASTER STOP® Safety Tapes  
and Treads are the answer to slip and fall 

problems in any environment.

Varieties of grit materials, colors and sizes are available to meet specific needs. All 
tapes and treads meet and exceed OSHA and ADA recommendations for slip 
resistance. Master Stop Safety Tapes and Treads are made with a mineral abrasive 
grit-coated polyester film to provide maximum traction. The pressure sensitive 
adhesive backing with removable liner offers the versatility to be applied in both 
interior and exterior applications.

01 - WHITE 03 - GREY 04 - BRICK RED

06 - BROWN 07 - BEIGE 08 - SAFETY  
YELLOW

17 - BLK/YL 
HAZARD

28 - GREY 50 - GLOW

02 - SC BLACK

14 - HD BLACK05 - CLEAR

15 - SAFETY RED

19 - BLACK
STANDARD

27 - BLACK
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Slogan and Specialty Treads convey a warning 
message for increased awareness in areas that 

require extra attention.

22- CAUTION 25- WATCH YOUR STEP

Our Specialty Treads are a unique product that offers added safety and visibility 
while our Reflective and Glow Stripe treads help increase awareness in poorly lit 
areas. All Specialty Treads are offered in precut sizes for your convenience and easy 
installation. Standard tread dimensions of 6” W x 24” L. 

17- BLK/YL HAZARD 19- BLACK

Product Description: 
Mineral Abrasive grit coated polyester film, 
one side pressure sensitive adhesive with 
removable liner.

Compatibility:
Clean dry surface such as, concrete, metal, 
wood, composties and tile.

Application:
Apply to clean dry surface when temperature 
is above 50° F. 
(see www.surefootcorp.com for installation instructions)

Standard Roll Sizes:
Widths- 3/4”, 1”, 2”, 3”, 4”, 6”, 12”, 18”, 24”
Lengths- 60’

Technical Data

12- REFLECTIVE YELLOW
13- GLOW STRIPE 16- ULTIMATE TREAD

(in the dark) (in the dark)

MASTER STOP™ 
Advantages

Various Sizes 
available in all 

Standard Colors

Treads come with 
one side pressure 
sensitive adhesive 

with removable liner

Tapes and treads 
are made with an 

abrasive grit coated 
polyester film

Tapes and Treads 
create visual 
awareness for 

cautionary areas

Custom die cut 
and custom sizing 

available upon 
request

Visit
www.surefootcorp.com

for additional 
installation instructions

Made in USA


